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A Perfect Path to Success...
SGI heartily congratulates Dr. Komal Patel for her remarkable achievement as being conferred with PhD in Commerce stream from Saurashtra University on 12th October 2018. The thesis on “A Comparative Analysis of Various Products of Life insurance Sectors in India” was prepared by Dr. Komal Patel under the guidance of Dr. Bhavsinh Dodia, Professor at Narsinh Mehta University, Junagadh.

On 3rd Oct.2018 Mr.Pratik Paun, Assistant Professor of Sunshine Group of Institutions has delivered a session on “Time Management” for LG sales staff of Saurashtra Region. There were more than 100 employees. The session was conducted as a part of Corporate Training sessions conducted by team of Management Development Cell which is successfully run by MBA department of SGI under the stewardship of Prof. (Dr.) Vikas Arora, Campus Director of SGI.

Mr. Hemen Kalaria working as Assistant Professor at SGI has completed two online course of NPTEL titled “Marketing Research and Analysis” & “Consumer Psychology”. Consumer Psychology Course is NPTEL-AICTE approved FDP of 1 Week. He has also completed successfully MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) on “Introduction to Technology Enabled Learning” jointly by the Commonwealth of Learning and Athabasca University, Canada from October 29 to November 30, 2018.

Mr. Hemen Kalaria has also presented research paper titled “Influencing the Online Consumer’s Behavior in VUCA World: The Web Experience” at 8th Annual ASQ National Conference at Institute of Management, Nirma University, Ahmedabad on 30th November and 1st December, 2018.
Ms. Tulsi Raval (Faculty of Management) has qualified for Gujarat State Eligibility Test (GSET) held on September 2018. Sunshine Group of Institutions congratulates her for this significant achievement.

Mr. Amit Popat, Assistant Professor of SGI has written a research paper on “A Study on Price Indices Methods in India”. This paper was published by GAP GYAN an international peer-reviewed journal of social sciences with ISSN:2581-5830 on 2nd November, 2018.

Mr. Savan Raithatha, Assistant Professor and TPO, Faculty of MCA was invited as Guest of Honor at the grand launching ceremony of Rajkot Information Technology Association (RITA) on 24\textsuperscript{th} December, 2018. It was a first step towards making Rajkot as IT Hub by all the IT firms. In future it will defiantly beneficial for IT Students to have great opportunity at their doorstep.

He was invited as skilled consultant at Keshav Infotech, Rajkot to interact with overseas client on 24\textsuperscript{th} November, 2018.

Dr. Amit Vadera HoD of MCA department in SGI has delivered expert talk on “An art of facing an Interview” to the students of bachelor in computer science on 4\textsuperscript{th} October, 2018. He explain about different purposes of interview and art of facing interview.

Dr. Milan Vachani Assistant Professor in SGI has delivered expert talk on “Python” to the students of bachelor in computer science on 8\textsuperscript{th} December, 2018. He explained all the students about how create application using python.
“Ethics is like life tree” said by **Swami Vedshresthanandji (Tamal Maharaj)**. Swamiji deeply explain **fundamentals and importance of Ethics** into Business to the students of MBA semester 1 during his session arranged on 26th Oct. 2018. Swamiji gave various examples from the life of Swami Vivekannad and its applicability in today’s era particularly for today’s youngsters. Swamiji made this session more interesting with one management game. The efforts to make this session successful were taken by Mr. Pratik Paun.

A **Guest Session on Strategic Management** was delivered by **Mr. Anand Mirani, director SEED Corporation Rajkot** on 27th Oct. 2018. During the session Mr. Anand Mirani explained Management of Change through VUCA. The session was arranged by Asst. Prof. Yashpalsinh Zala for the students of MBA sem. III.

On the occasion of “World Investor Week – Investment Awareness Program” by SEBI, an initiative was taken by Maulik Vasani sir to invite **Mr. Kartik Bhavishi** from Bombay Stock Exchange Rajkot to spread Financial Awareness among students of MBA department at Sunshine College. The session was arranged on 5th Oct. 2018 in which Mr. Kartik Bhavishi provided information about different regulatory bodies and how to seek redressal for grievances and make investment to address their financial needs.
Expert Session on “Accounting for Managers”

Expert session on Accounting for Managers was conducted by Dr. Varsha Virani for students of MBA sem. 1 on 26th November, 2018. The session was arranged by Mr. Maulik Vasani Assistant Professor from Management department. Through this session Dr. Varsha Virani explained the fundamentals of managerial and corporate accounting in easy and efficient way to the students.

Guest Session on “Naturopathy”

Guest session on Naturopathy was arranged at Sunshine Group of Institutions 17th Nov. 2018. The session was delivered by Dr. Rasila Patel. Through this session Dr. Rasila Patel explained Naturopathy as an art and science of healthy living and a drugless system of healing based on well-founded philosophy. It has its own concept of health and disease and also principle of treatment. Naturopathy is a very old science. We can find a number of references in our Vedas and other ancient texts. The session was arranged by sincere efforts of Ms. Seema Arora.

Expert Session on “Change Management”

An expert session on Change Management was delivered by Dr. Swati Doshi on 20th Nov. 2018. Madam is having wide experience in the field of public speaking, human resource, communication etc. Through this session madam explained the challenges and obstacles of Change Management. Various examples and activities related to the topic made the session live and joyful. The session was arranged by Asst. Prof. Tulsi Raval for the students of MBA sem. I.
To enhance knowledge of students other than their syllabus, Faculty of MCA arranged workshop on “How to use Testing Tool- Selenium” dated 16th Nov. 2018. The session was delivered by Prof. Amit Sehgal faculty of MCA. The workshop covered features and components of Selenium to enable students to be able write good automation scripts.

A practical course of “Tally” Accounting software was introduced to the MBA students with from 1st to 30th Oct. 2018 view to provide an add-on skill to students to enhance more competence in their career endearment. With the initiative of Mr. Samir Dholakiya, faculty of MBA department, a combination of theory and lab practical session were provided for software training to 20 students who got exposure to technicality of actual accounting record keeping system. The students were also given the certificate after completion of 40 hours

Sunshine has always respected and appreciated their keynote stakeholder- the parents and therefore Parents teachers’ Meet was followed by a seminar for parents on “3 Steps of Rhythmic Breathing”. The session was delivered by Prof. (Dr.) Vikas Arora and Ms. Seema Arora who have developed this skill through professional training and now spreading its awareness to the society. All the parents who attend PTM took the advantage of this session. They also come to know about the importance of helth care and different ways to take care easily.
Sunshine Group of Institutions had organized “Corporate Day” on 24th November, 2018 for students of MBA department under the guidance of Campus Director Prof. (Dr.) Vikas Arora, the Training and Placement Officer Mr. Yashpal Singh Zala and Training and Placement Coordinator Ms. Disha Bhatt.

Owners and HR managers from 20 reputed companies interacted with the students and explained how education needs to enhance the industrial approach. They discussed about their expectations from the students while having recruitment and selection and what limitations they find in the practical approach of education and students both. The objective of the session is to provide an opportunity to the students to put forward their views and questions in front of various corporates and learn to shape their mindset, skills and personality to enhance vast career opportunities.

Industrial Visit

A visit to NJ investment, Rajkot was schedule by Ms. Darshana Vithalani, assistant professor of MBA department and Financial Educator on 6th October, 2018 for MBA finance students to attain a seminar on Mutual fund and other investment avenues. The session was conducted by Mr. Jiten Joshi, Branch Manager and Mr. Samir Vora, Agency Manager. 44 Students were given detail about operations of Mutual Fund, investment procedure and having redressal for grievances. Most importantly, at the conclusion of seminar, students were exposed to the career prospects and wide scope of development opportunities in Mutual Fund Industries.
**Fun @ SGI**

### Picnic

One day picnic was arranged for **MCA students** on **31st Oct, 2018**. Students have visited many natural and holy places near Junagadh. Students took meal all day together. They played different outdoor games over there. They have enjoyed a lot and it provided great pleasure to all students. Picnic provided them a short break from the regular schedules.

### Navratri Celebration

People pray to Maa Durga, they sing dance and rejoice. Garba and dandiya is the favorite dance of people young and old. As per tradition of SGI to celebrate all the festival together, SGI has arranged “Navratri “ celebration on 6th Oct, 2018. All the students of Management an IT participated in celebration with great enthusiasm. There were surprising gifts to different enthusiasts of the program. Prizes were given to different categories like the Best dress in students, the Best dancer in students. It indeed a great event!

### Students’ Participation

50 Students of **SGI from MBA & i-MBA participated in the conference** along two faculty coordinators Dr. Komal Patel & Mr. Hemen Kalaria on 30th Nov. and 1st Dec. 2018. On the First day, an Industrial Visit took the participants to 10 leading companies in the field of manufacturing; Bosch Rexroth India Pvt. Ltd., Omega Elevators, Hitachi Hi-Rel Power Electronics Ltd., Hindustan Coca-Cola Beverages Pvt Ltd., Inductotherm Amul, Precision Autowares Pvt. Ltd., Havmor Ice cream Pvt. Ltd., Waterman Pumpset, Tennecco Automotive Pvt. Ltd. On second day, the participants had the fortune to interact with experts from various leading corporates.
Mega Programs

Inspiring Session on “Bhagvad Gita”

SGI had arranged a Motivational Talk on “The Inspiring Life of Lord Krishna” on the auspicious occasion of Gita Jayanti on 18th December, 2018. The event was graced with the presence of Academicians, Corporate dignitaries, parents and students. SGI is arranging inspiring session on this auspicious day since last three years. As per the feedback received by the audience it was considered as a great tribute to Lord Krishna and it was a delightful experience for the audience.

Seminar on “You Can Do It”

Being a leading management institute, Sunshine Group of Institutions arranged a grand motivational seminar on “Shabhash- You can do it...” on 1st December 2018 at Pramukh Swami Maharaj Auditorium, Rajkot. Prof. Dr. Vikas Arora, Director Sunshine Group of Institutions was the keynote speaker. Chairperson Mr. Meenesh Mathur, Chief Guests Dr. Hitesh Shukla, Professor at Saurashtra University, Rajkot and Mr. Basbakanti Das Director of Airport Authority India, Rajkot had inaugurated the program by lightening of lamp. The chief guests had shared their valuable experience with students and motivated them to excel in life. 11th and 12th standard students who are in the crucial phase of their learning period got inspiration from Dr. Vikas Arora to become successful professional by inculcate life values in their attitude. With this thinking in mind the seminar was a milestone achievement as more than 700 students from 13 different schools of Rajkot took the benefit form the seminar.
PTM@ Faculty of MCA

SGI Faculty of MCA arranged Parents Teachers’ Meet for two days dated 29th and 30th October-2018. Parents Teachers’ Meet is very effective way to discuss a child's progress at college and find solutions to academic or behavioral problems. With the efforts of this parents come to know about their child progress.

PTM@ Faculty of MBA

SGI have arranged Parent Teachers Meeting on 27th October, 2018 for the parents of MBA and IMBA students. Parents of all the students were invited to have interaction with faculties for getting information about the academic progress and overall development of the students in co-curriculum and extra curriculum activities.

Books Exhibition

Book fairs play a great role in encouraging the reading habit among people of all age groups. With the efforts of Ms. Trupti librarian from SGI has organized Exhibition of Books, magazines and multimedia for two days 16th and 17th Nov. 2018. All the students of SGI visited library and go through different books and magazines. Prof. Savan Raythatha from department of MCA donates book on this occasion.
SGI is the favorite place for celebrities from film industries. **Mr. Rohit Roy and entire team of Gujarati movie “I AM GUJJU” visited sunshine on 23rd Oct. 2018. All the students of SGI took photographs with all the celebrites and enjoyed a lot. Mr. Rohit Roy also interact with the students and also inspired students for hard work with his own example.**